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GEAR REVIEW

 H
ere we have the latest in a line 
of ‘Multi-pads’ from the e-boffi ns 
at Alesis. Alesis already has the 
Performance Pad (pad-come-

drum machine with on-board drum sounds), 
Percpad (on-board drum sounds), SamplePad 
and SamplePad Pro (also having on-board 
drum sounds but with the ability to play 
user samples).         

 Build
At a glance it appears there are many 
similarities with the Alesis SamplePad Pro, 
including the black fi nish ABS casing, 
graphics and minimalist controls. While the 
model has four playable pads, its bigger 
brother has eight. However, being so 
compact, (half the size of its stable-mate), it 
will slot into the tightest available space and 
it’s around half the price too.

Around the pad perimeters are 
cool-looking LED strips which illuminate 
when powered up. The topmost pads are 
narrow ‘bar type’ triggers, positioned at the 
very back/edge of the box. The other two are 
much larger and occupy the lion’s share of 
the allotted space.

To the front we fi nd a single SD slot (for up 
to 32GB), volume controls for headphones 
and output. NB: a standard 32GB SD card will 
store over 80 user kits and a huge number of 
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user samples – tons of room. Around the back 
is a range of outputs, push button power 
switch, socket for the power supply (external 
PSU), and a USB socket.

Any captured sample may be saved onto 
the SD card (via USB), without having to 
remove it. Facets of any user sample may be 
altered, copied and saved (without affecting 
the original), including tuning, pan and 
reverb. Samples may be layered by assigning 
any two sounds to one of the four pads. The 
layers may have different trigger thresholds, 
for example there’s potential for fat-
sounding samples depending on velocity. 

Hands On
My fi rst thoughts are how solid the pad feels 
– robust and reassuringly ‘gigworthy’. Once 
powered up, with the fl uorescent blue 
around the pads, it looks stunning and 
practical too – useful for a visual stick guide 
on any darkened, dimly-lit stage. As the pad 
is struck, the perimeter LEDs become 
brighter, providing a useful indicator for both 
editing and live performance. Having scroll 
arrows as the only controls may seem a little 
too minimalistic. However, as most of the 
intense inputting work will be at home 
pre-gig, when editing pad parameters, 
naming samples etc, it’s not something you 
would have to do in a live situation. In 

 PRICE 
 £129.99 

 ONBOARD 
SOUNDS 
 25 

 USER KITS  
 80 

 SAMPLE FILE 
FORMAT  
 16-bit .WAV (mono or 
stereo) – sample rate of 
48K, 44.1K, 32K, 22.05K, 
and 11.025K  

 SD CARD  
 Any SDHC (high 
capacity) or SDSC 
(standard capacity) up 
to 32 GB 

 PADS  
 Four, velocity sensitive 
– 2 bar types, 2 large 
sized pads 

 SENSITIVITY 
 Pad or trigger: 0-8 

 PAD VOLUME 
 10 levels 

 EDITABLE MODES  
 Tune, Reverb, Pan, Midi 
(note number), 
Sensitivity, Assign, Level 

 CONNECTIONS  
 SD card, ¼" 
Headphones Jack, ¼" 
Left (Mono), ¼" Right, 
¼" jack (for additional 
pad), Socket for 9-Volt 
power supply, Press 
button for on/off switch 

 CONTACT  
 inMusic Europe Ltd.
01252 896000
www.alesis.com 

Essential spec 

 SD CARD 
Slot for SD card up to 

32GB, which can store up 
to 80 user kits with plenty 

of room for user samples  

practice, one key press is all it takes to swap 
between the user kits and, we don’t have to 
wait for samples to load upon each change.

 While the on-board samples are superb 
and a clearly useful attribute, triggering your 
own captured ones is where the real fun is to 
be had. For example, changing pitch in order 
to craft some outlandishly thick snare drums 
and taking full advantage of dual layering is a 
great bonus. One useful aspect is the pad 
control mode – striking any predefi ned pad 
(or external trigger), will act as a controller. 
For example, a pad may be used to start/
stop the metronome or external sequencer, 
trigger a sample while halting the previous 
or, conversely, playing a sample and then 
sounding others over the previous. By far 
the most fun can be the loop facility which 
(as it says on the tin), will sound any sample 
continuously.  

VERDICT:  More facilities are on offer 
from this fantastic little pad than the 
scope of this review will allow, and at 
just over a hundred pounds, it has to 
be money well spent.  

BUILD QUALITY  
PLAYABILITY 
VALUE FOR MONEY  

 RATING 
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